
We are helping lead the way.

A smart home needs 
a secure foundation.
Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices provide convenience, safety, and 
productivity. But without proper security, they can open doors for hackers.

Smarter homes have smarter security.
To learn more about keeping home IoT devices secure, 
visit www.mcafee.com/embedded.
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Security by design: 
Include security measures throughout the 
development and manufacturing process

Innovative solutions: 
Help ensure privacy through hardware-
based identity and other technologies

Stand alone operation,
if disconnected

from the network

Security integrated
into the design and

manufacturing process

Safe defaults and
failure modes

Strong data and
identity protections

Remote updates
for responding
to new threats

Automotive 
security
Next-generation cars 
come with connected 
features that offer both 
benefits and security 
risks. Learn more.

90% 
of consumers say personal and 
family security is a top reason for 
purchasing a smart-home system.1

71%
of Americans expect at least 
one smart-home device to be 
in every home by 2025.2

82% 
of Americans agree that 
integrated security is a priority 
for living in a smart home.2

Water-leak sensor

Carbon monoxide detector

Smart TV

Pet tracker

Irrigation sensor

Motion sensor

Smart bulbs 
Benefit: Set bulbs to automatically 
change settings based on your 
presence or the time of day. 

Risk: Connected bulbs can become 
an entry point for hackers to access 
your home network.

Smart thermostats
Benefit: Reduce your energy use. 

Risk: Infected systems can alter 
temperature settings, leading to 
higher energy bills.

Smart sensors 
in appliances 
Benefit: Automatically inventory 
your household products and 
order replacements for delivery.

Risk: Hackers can send spam from 
your appliance or order costly 
items without your permission.

Webcams 
Benefit: Monitor and record 
events for home security. 

Risk: Webcams can be hacked to 
expose video feeds online, 
without your knowledge. 

Smart locks
Benefit: Remotely lock or 
unlock your door from an app.

Risk: Smart locks might be 
vulnerable to remote unlocking 
without your permission.

Build stronger security with 
integrated solutions.
Look for devices designed from the ground up to provide:

http://www.mcafee.com/us/resources/white-papers/wp-automotive-security.pdf

